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1. U. S. Operations

Little America Station

Traverse Operations

The IGY traverse departed from Little America October 249 Albert
Crary, Deputy Chief Scientist, is leader of this expedition, having a
total of 8 personnel equipped with 3 Sno-Cats towing 3 2k-ton sleds.
It is expected the traverse will be completed about February 15, 1958
and travel approximately 1500 miles. The first leg will be to McMurdo,
thence to the Beardmore Glacier and return to Little America. The tra-
verse will be supported by R4D's that will' land about every 10 days. Data
to be obtained are ice thickness, water depth, ice surface elevation,
magnetic field strength, magnetic compass variations, seismic velocity
change with depth, gravity observations, survey mountain peaks and ranges,
record water data, and wind drift patterns. The latest report indicates
the traverse party is on Roosevelt Island and has passed a heavily cre-
vassed area.

Ice Deformation Studies

Dr., James H. zuuberge has commenced reconnaissance flights, the
first of 11, in connection with his ice deformation project. He has
advised Mr. Hartigan (ICY photographer) that he can begin photo coverage
immediately upon his arrival at Little America.

Tractor Train to Byrd

The tractor train departed for Byrd Station October 1 and arrived
October 24. It is. nw on the return trip and has passed through the
crevassed area.

Flight Operaticiis

Two Little America Navy R4D's, presently at McMurdo, made successful
flights to select a new site for a weather and emergency station to aid
flights going to and from the Pole. The site selected is located at the
foot of the Beardmore Glacier, 314 miles from McMurdo and 122 miles from
last year's station at the Liv Glacier.
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Weather Central

Operations continue with routine observations, forecasts and broad-
casts, although radio blackouts made operations difficult auring September.
Forty percent of the radio schedule analysis WAS missed due to insufficent
data. The portion completed was fair to poor. There was no progress on
an improvement of the mother-daughter network and the Syowa and Norwegian re
reports still are too late to be of value. On November 3 Little America
will commence radio schedules direct with Mirny to expedite delivery of
weather messages. These schedules will probably continue until the end
of the air operations between McMurdo Sound and New Zealand, the Byrd and
Pole Stations when the communications burden will be reduced to normal.

Scientific Program

Aurora - Visual observations were continued during darkness and
twilight, but the all-sky camera program terminated September 17 on account
of twilight. The spectrograph is on semi-manual operation. Meteor radar
observations were taken 2 to 4 hours daily. Interference is being experienced
from radio communications. The frequency of echoes shows a dependency on
ionospheric absorption with a variation usually between 4 and 15 echos per
hour.

Geomagnetism - September was generally disturbed with only 7 quiet days.

Glactology Density and stratigraphy studies have been finished in
the deep pit. Density at 20 m .62, 30 m .67, 40 m .74. Mr. Schoeck, aurora
scientist during the winter, begins duties as chief glaciologist October 1.

Ionospheric Physics - Operations continue routine. During the last
five days of the month trouble with the potentiometers caused instability
of oscillograph traces and some loss of observations.

Meteorology - The monthly climate report is as follows: Average
temperature -34.1°C, with the highest -19.4°C and the lowest -46.1°C.
The average station pressure was 28.22 inches. The prevailing wind was
SE with an average velocity of 10.4 knots. Average daily cloudiness 6
tenths, clear days 7, partly cloudy 13, cloudy 10, percent possible sun-
shine 47. Days with whiteout 3. Average height of 60 radiosondes was
19,860 meters.

Physiology - The thermal balance studies have continued and a study
of nutritional intake and energy expenditure of 5 IGY and 5 Navy personnel
has been completed.

Seismology and Gravity - Traverse gravimeter and magnetometer ties
were made at NAP MMurdo. In preparation for traverse operations, installa-
tions in three Sno-Cats were completed, the crevasse detector assembled
and tested and reconnaissance flights over the planned route across the
north end of Roosevelt Island were made.
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Byrd IGY Station

General

• The tractor train arrived at Byrd Station October 24, and unleaded
145 short tons, of which 19 tons was ICY equipment (11 tons of this was
SURE deep core drilling rig). The airlift of cargo for Byrd Station is
367 complete with over 400 tons in all to be dropped.

It is expected that R4D flights to Byrd Station will commence in the
immediate future. Among the first personnel will be members of the SURE
deep core drilling team.

Scientific Program

Aurora - Film is being scanned for preparing the final season's report
of program activity. Lines of neutral and ionized oxygen and nitrogen, CO
and sodium appear in spectrograms. Hydrogen lines are rare. A red diffuse
surface and violet coronae appeared September 13. On September 14, a bright
aurora with rotating rays and one aurora with simultaneous green and violet
rays was reported. Four bright and one very bright aurora occurred on
both September 9 and 10. A possible blue aurora appeared on the 14th.

Geomagnetism - There were 17 days with more than 3 hour duration of
great disturbance,

Glaciol.ogy - The past winter's and summer season's influence oh snow
temperature has been detected at 8 and 16$ meters respectively. Present
warming was detected at 4 meters. A square mile area to the wincard of
the station buildings has been flagged for future accumulation and snow
surface studies.

Ionospheric Physics - There were 187 hours of blackout conditions out
of 720 hours in the month. The transmitting antenna terminating resistor
was replaced and the receiving antenna switched back on September 6.

Meteorology - Daily 24 hour forecasts have begun. Records have been
prepared for shipment. A correlation graph of pressure, wind, weather,
visibility ceiling, and winds aloft has been prepared for forecast and
research. The instrument shelter has been relocated at the surface. Pressure
"surges" greater than .02 in a half-hour occurred twice September 17, once
September 21. Average temperature -30.6°c, maximum -17.0°C September 4,
minimum -51.9°c September 15. Average wind 22.4 knots NE. Maximum 46
knots ENE September 17. Average RAOBS 16,288 meters. Twelve Tffi RAOBS
September were 18,000 to 26,626 meters.

Seismology - Nineteen disturbances were recorded during the month.
Moderate microseismic activity was reported from September 5 - 22. The
greatest activity was September 21 with periods of 8 - 8.5 seconds E-W
having greater amplitudes than N-S, coincident with the lowest pressure
for the month. The glaciology deep pit and core hole shots measure vertical
seismology velocity. A geophone is coupled to the core hale using spring
legs relased at the hole bottom when the cord is burned. The seismology
gear has been checked out and is in good shape pending ordered parts.
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Weatr_$ynopsiS - In spite of the sun's return, temperatures dipped

below August by several degrees. Highest +1.5°F on the 4th and lowest
-61.5°F on the 15th reversed the usual monthly pattern of extremes. The
mean maximum was -15.5°F, mean minimum -30.6°F, with the greatest daily
variation 37 degrees on the 16th. Storm conditions continued through the
first three quarters of the month with strong gusty surface winds and frequent
blowing snow. September was the windiest month on record, averaging 22.4
knots, prevailing north toENE daily throughout the month. Days with
visibility- - mile or 1es 26,' tied August as record for inclement weather.
The greatest snowfall-In 24 hours 3.4 inches on the 21st. Seasonal total
snowfall since January 10, 114.1 inches. Precipitation and snowfall amounts
are questionable due to periods of heavy blowing snow. The monthly average
station pressure was 23.557 inches, highest 23.940 incheé on the 27th, lowest
23.150 inches on the 20th. Average cloudiness mid to mid 6.5, clear days 5,
partly cloudy 10 0 cloudy 15, days with whiteout 8 1 optical phenomenon 71
aurora 3.

The coldest stratosphere temperature was . 87.2°C at 18,940 meters ML
on the 17th. Total of 6 runs extended above the 20 NB level, the highest
1-MBS, 27,046 meters, temperature -62.4°C on the 26th. The snow surface
radiation inversions were limited by low level wind turbulence. The greatest
20.2°C on the surface to 150 meters. on the 28th. Winds aloft displayed
distinct changes over previous months. A majority of the runs velocities
decreased steadily with altitude, with a frequent appearance of high velocity
air stream just off the surface or in the low levels. On the 18th a jet-like
stream was noted at 86 knots from 056 degrees at 21,000 feet M gL. Note-
worthy, the highest velocity air stream 109 from 331 degrees at 30,000 feet
on the 4th, the same date of the month's highest temperature. A high
velocity stream from the NE just off the surface occurred several days
prior to the heaviest snowfall and lowest station pressure, the maximum
velocity 55 knots at 1,000 feet above the surface on the 20th.

Amundsen-Scott lG? South Pole Station

Aurora - The aurora program has been terminated. 5323 visual observa-
ticns were made, 3400 feet of 16 mm film were taken with the all-sky camera
and 300 feet of 16mm film with the spectrograph were made during the year.

Glaciology - The mine depth is now 67 feet. The snow surface is very
hard, rough, and sculptured. A technique is being developed for snow
crystal photography by shadow directly on the film, thanks to the avail-
ability of army supplies. The techniques are also being used by the
meteorological personnel to record periodic crystal fallout from the
atmosphere.

Ionospheric, hys ice - The C-3 recorder has been in operation 98% of
the nib. Critical frequencies of F layer has doubled and the amount of
spread has decreased. So far there have been no echo or separate F . 1 and
2 layers. The radiation atmospheric monitoring antenna and equipment has beer
installed.

Meteorology - The climatic summary for September is as follows: Average
thermoscreen temperature wag -80.14°F, highest -57.64°F, the lowest -102.1°F
on the 18th. Average snow surface temperature was -81.9°F, at 5 meters, above
the surface -79°F. The average wind speed was 12.7 knots with peak gust to
36 knots. The average station pressure 20.00 inches, highest 20.22 and
lowest 19.58 inches. Number of days visibility k mile or less 2. Average
height 61 RAOB soundings 16,656 meters.
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Ellsworth IGY Station

Traverse Preparations

On October 28 the ICY traverse party departed from Ellsworth and
has covered a distance of approximately 30 miles the first day. A crevasse
free passage was, discovered from the eastern end of the rift with an eleva-
tion of' 700 to 3000 feet above sea level. Mr. Ronne reports a newly dis-
covered mountain range in Edith Ronne Land which spreads approximately 100
miles or so. in an east-vest direction and extends south to less than 400
miles of the Pole. He estimates some of the peaks to be about 11,000 feet.
He intends to divert the traverse party approximately 120 miles from the
originally planned course to permit collection of rock specimens and
geological studies of these mountains.

Scientific Pro,ram

Aurora - The last aurora was observed September 18. The H variometer
shows correlation between the onset of magnetic bay and break-up of over-
head aurora'. 'Photometry of twilight is continuing. A technique has been
developed of separating micrometeoritea from melted snow by an electro-
magnet; collecting irregular magnetic fragments and shiny magnetic perfect
spheres 5 to 50 microns in diameter. Daily collected snow samples are
uncontaminated by the camp.

Glaciology' - Pit closure pins have been placed at 5 meter intervals
and triangulated. Oxygen isotope samples continued to the 20 meter depth. The
shallow pit has been dug to 3 meters depth. The station elevation has been
rechecked with a 5 km level loop. Closure error is 6 cm.

Ionospheric Physics - The C-4 recorder. operation is normal. The 35 mm
camera is still sticking on occasion. Receipt of almost all AGI warnings
is one to three days late due to ionospheric conditions,.onditions, but 'usually can
receive VAN well enough to hear alerts, etc. Hope has been abandoned of
monitoring the VJWV signal strength because of ambiguity introduced by
sporadic reception of TJWVH and JJy and low signal Strength and receiver sens.
Work on the whistler'spectro analyser is proceding. Up to 25% of whistler
schedules have high interference from the ham radio audio mod injected via
AC lines. Whistler , rate is decreasing and more classical type of echoes
are discernible.

Meteorology All IGY equipment is operating. They are unable to ob-
tain readings on the normal incidence pyrheliometer and sunshine switch due
to heavy cover of precipitation-type clouds during the month. The instru-
ment shelter and snow catcher has been moved to a more suitable location.
The shelter and guage are now 200 feet south of the office and snow catcher
400 feet south. Because of snow drifts engulfing equipment, rebuilt and
repaired aero storage tunnels and snow was shoveled from the tunnels and
passage ways. Two RAOB runs were lost on the 19th due to burned out re-
sistor. Total height for 58 runs was 17,040. On the 13th at 1200z 23,100
meters was reached.
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The meteorology summary for September is as follows: The mean monthly
temperature was -27.7°C, high -6.7°C, low -48.9°C on the 1st and 2nd. The
average wind was 12.8 knots. The mean station pressure was 29.09 inches,
high 29.55 inches on the 17th, low 28.5 inches on the 24th. The number of
days clear'-O ) partly cloudy 2, cloudy 5 1 visibility k mile or less 5.
Number of days trace precipitation recorded 17, measured 5.1 inches snowfall.
RAOB completed 58, highest average 17,040 meters, 1 run reached 23,100 meters.

Seismology - The shelf ice seismic refraction program is well underway.
Shots are from one mile on out with geophone spacings at 1, 5 and 30 meters.
Studies are presently at 6 km.

Wilkes IGY Station

General

Vincennes Bay was free of ice during most of the month of September.

A.-USSR cairn on Baily Island was located. The camp was occupied by
twelve men from October 13 to November 18, 1956.

Two men, Mr. Glasgal and Mr. Dewart, were caught in a storm for two
days while making a geological field trip to the south of the station.
They were located by a search party. They were safe and were returning
to the station.

Aurora .- Continuous visual observations were suspended on September 13,
due to an almost continuous overcast and the scarcity of aurora and increasing
shortness of the night. The all-sky camera and spectrograph have been operatin
continuously the entire winter without interruption.

Cosmic Rays - Equipment operating is considered routine. The data
quality is still questionable pending further information from the University
of Maryland.

Geomagnetism - The month was extremely active. The approxinite averages
of D, H, and Z were 82-40.8, 9372, and 65430. Sudden commencements were
noted at 02031Z, .130046Z, 211005Z, 221344Z, and 290016Z. The program machine
is still troublesome and Z baseline continues elusive.

Ionospheric Phys ics - The ionosonde was in operation 97.9% of the month.
Data processing is current.

Meteorology - The weather was characterized by alternating periods of
mild, relatively calm weather and severe storms with high winds and blowing
snow. Average.Cemperature was 11.8°F, maximum 31°F, minimum -8°F. The
average wind speed was 15.7 knots, ESE. The highest one hour average was
58 knots on the 29th, peak gust was 91 knots on the 30th and set a station
record. Winds in excess of 50 knots were recorded on 9 days. The average
sea level pressure 977.3 ?IBS, maximum 1005.9 MBS, minimum and FTA record
951.3 lIBS on the 10th. Twenty days precipitation was recorded. Solar and
sky radiation was measurable during 14 hours October 1. Average height
upper air soundings 19,439 meters, 12 missed because of excessive winds.

Ice Cap Station - Average temperature -8°F, maximum 14°F, minimum
i31.2°F. Average vindspped 25.1 knots, highest 2 minute average 62.5 knots,
prevailing from the ESE. Total accumulation average for 3 snow stakes April 1
October 1, 15 inches.
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Hallett tOY Station

Aurora - The spectrograph produced no records until September 27 due to
dropping out of bolts which secure the solenoid and data shutter to the
frame.

Geomagnetism , Paper jamming in the magazine caused a complete loss
of records for the 16, ].7, 18 and 19. The absolute magnetometer has been
installed but there is some doubt as to the magnetic stability of the site.

Ionospheric Physics - The program is in full operation after repairs
to the mainspring in the master clock.

Meteorology - Observations continue on a routine basis. The average Septembe:
temperature was -23.3°C, highest -. 9°C and lowest -37°C. The prevailing wind
was SW at an average velocity of 3.5 knots, peak gust to 55 knots. Average
station pressure was 29.8 inches. Clear days 11, partly cloudy 16, cloudy 3,
and days with visibility k mile or less 1. Average height radiosoundings
17,578 meters.

The most severe storm of the year hit the station on October 24. Winds
average 72 knots for a five hour . period and carried gravel which scoured
paint on the windward side of the buildings and. removed the paint to bare
metal on exposed weasels. Peak gusts at the height of the storm reached
99 knots. Damage included stores scattered and antenna fields damaged,
although the damage was not extensive.	 --

NAP McMurdo

On October 1 1 flights betwenChristchurch, New Zealand and NAP McMurdo
were begun.

On October 11 the first successful radio teletype test from Christchurch
headquarters direct to NAP McMirdo utilizing the Musick Point radio facilities.
This operation will provide a radio" telCtype conférnce service between
COAvSuPPOR ANTARCTICA headquarters in Christchurch and NAP McMurdo on a
prearranged schedule basis.

Personnel

Health-and morale of all 10? personnel has been reported outstanding.
No serious cases of iLckness or injuries have been reported throughout
the entire, Antarctià winter.

A total of 47 havè departed from the U. S. by government aircraft
enroute to the Antarctic. To* date a total of .28 have been transported
to the Antarctic from New Zealand.	Ie majority, of these are to conduct
suer programs or are the replacements for ICY personnel at the South
Pole and Byrd Stations, who must be flown inland.

Four men departed on the USS Glacier and the remaining 37 will be trans-
ported by various other naval vessels.

Dr. Gould, and Dr. Wexler will arrive in New Zealand anroute to
Antarctica in mid-November and Dr. Spithaus will arrive in December.
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Mr. Morton J. Rubin has departed for capetàwn where he will board the
USSR ship Ob enroute to Mirny as replacement for Mr. Cartwright.

Mr • Edward Goodale has been appointed WY representative in Christchurch,,
New Zealand; Mr, Ernest Wood, the IGY representative at McMurdo Sound.

The first flight to land at the Pole was made by a Navy P2V on October 26
The plane was unable to take off from the Pole due to engine trouble. Ten
persons, including two correspondents were on board (no IGY personnel). A
Giobemaster has dropped equipment and parts to repair the P2V. This increase
in population to 34 at the Pole makes possible a delay in future movements
of ICY personnel to the Pole.

II. Operations of Other Countries

Chile

Two Chilean officers died while exploring terrain near the O'Higgins
Base in connection with ICY studies, when their sleigh fell into a crevasse.

New Zealand

Mr. Kenneth J. Salmon from New Zealand will be the Station Scientific
Leader at the Hallett Station this coming season. Mr. Salmon is presently
in the U. S. on a familiarization tour incidental to the operation of U. S.
scientific equipment and procedures in use at Hallett Station. With the ex-
ception of one U. S. meteorologist and 3 U. S. Navy aerologists, personnel
at Hallett Station will be from New Zealand.

Trans-Antarctic Expedition

Scott Base - Sir Edmund Hillary and party departed the base on the way to
meet Dr. Fuch's party which has departed from Shackleton Base on the
Weddell Sea. Admiral Dufek was present to wish Sir Edmund well.

USSR

During the month of September, arrangements were made for the inter-
change of seismology information between the USSR station at Mirny and the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington, D. C. Seismology information is
also regularly exchanged between the U. S. and USSR Antarctic stations.

On September 27 0 the Navy advised the USNC-IGY that the request for
a U. S. icebreaker to visit Mirny during the 1957-58 season was approved
and the icebreaker will visit Mirny for a period of not more than 3 days
during the first two weeks in March. This information was transmitted to
the Soviet ICY National Committee by cable, advising them that transportation
could be made available for Mr. Rastorguev, their representative at the
Weather Central, from Little America direct to Mirny. Also, Mr. Cartwright
can take passage from Mirny to the U • S • on board this icebreaker if desired.

On October 12, a message was received from the USSR station Mirny wel-
coming members of the U. S. expedition on board the icebreaker at any time
convenient and advising that the oceanographic expedition on board the Ob
planned to visit a number of bases including Little America and it is
possible that the USSR replacement for Mr. Rastorguev would come to Little
America aboard the Ob.
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The Soviet dieselahip Ob will make a cruise of Antarctic, Atlantic
and Pacific waters, covering approximately 45,000 miles, as part of the
Soviet IGY program. In addition Soviet scientists on the Antarctic
continent plan to set up two scientific stations. Vostok II will be in
the area of the southern geomagnetic pole, the other, Sovietskaya will
be in the area of the "pole of inaccessibility."

There is a weekly voice contact with Mirny for the exchange of informa-
tion. Indications are that a rocket program will be undertaken at Mirny
next year.

Weather Central

Foreign observers at the Weather Central, Little America Station
will be: Argentina - Lt. Albert Arruiz, Australia - Mr. Keith Morley,
Belgium - Capt. Francois E. Bastin, France - Mr. Alt, and USSR representa-
tive has not yet been named.
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